Infants must ride rear facing
to provide adequate
protection for their head
and neck until they are at
least 1 year old and weigh
20 pounds.

START HERE

Under 1 year

More than 1 year

How much does
the child weigh?

How old is the child?

How much does
the child weigh?

Under
20 pounds

20 pounds
or over

Can use an
infant only seat
(usually has a handle)
or a rear facing
convertible seat

Can use a rear-facing
convertible seat that has a
rear-facing weight limit of
more than 22 pounds
(many go up to 30 pounds)

Between 20-40 pounds

Between 40-80 pounds

Children this size should
ride forward facing in a car
seat with a harness. This
could be a convertible seat
adjusted to forward facing
mode or a combination
seat that can eventually be
used as a belt positioning
booster seat (if the child
has outgrown or nearly
outgrown the
convertible seat)

Children this size need
to ride in a booster seat
to make the lap/shoulder
belt in the car fit
them correctly.
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A low back booster will
provide adequate protection.
Adjust the shoulder belt guide
as needed and instruct parents
that the seat cannot be used
with a lap belt only.

Children this size can
usually fit into the vehicle
lap/shoulder belt. They
should be able to sit with
their knees bent at the
edge of the seat without
slouching and wear the lap
belt low over their upper
thighs and hips and the
shoulder belt snug across
their shoulder not their
neck or face.

Does the car have
lap/shoulder belts
in the back seat?

Yes

Does the back seat
have headrests or
otherwise provide head
and neck protection?

Call KISS at 419-291-7945 or page
419-245-9261 if you have any questions.

80 pounds
or at least 4'9" tall

No
A high back booster is needed
to provide adequate head and
neck protection. Adjust the
shoulder belt using the guide
on the seat and instruct parents
that the seat cannot be used
with a lap only belt.

No
If the car has lap belts only, instruct the
parents to contact a car dealership to have
a shoulder belt installed in the back seat.
Otherwise, a child who is properly restrained
in a booster may ride in the front seat of the
car with the seat of the car moved back as far
as possible. If this is not an option, instruct
the parent to buckle the child in the lap belt
and position the belt as low as possible over
the hips while still keeping the belt snug.
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A check-up by a trained technician is highly recommended.
Please call 419-291-7945 for more information.
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